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How customer value can 

create growth 

Customer Value = Business Growth 



This white paper will cover several topics: first, what is value—in the context of business, second, how 

do customers derive value from a product, what is the difference between value and price, and then 

enlighten upon a simplified case study of a company measuring and acting upon an improved 

understanding of customer value. Lastly, a summary with a brief discussion about how to manage value. 

 

Value may be defined as the total benefit of product and associated service translated into economic 

worth. First, when the word “product” is used, that includes a physical product such as an envelope or a 

service such as the overnight delivery of that envelope. Both offer the user/customer a desired outcome 

or collection of benefits. So, a product consists of the core product or service itself and the associated 

support that enables the user to extract all possible value from it. But a consumer needs education and 

understanding and experience to extract value. We call this the translation process. Those benefits must 

be translated into terms and concepts that allow the consumer to derive monetary or economic worth. 

 

Value: 
the total benefit of product and associated service translated into economic worth 

 

 

Think about the first time you bought liquid detergent for your dishwasher – or if you’re a bit more of an 

early adopter, the first time you bought the all-in-one packets. After using your previous detergent, it 

took some getting used to. You had to be convinced that the liquid or packets would work, that it was as 

good as, or better than, what you had previously used, and that it was worth the price. You probably 

saw commercials or print advertisements helping you understand how to use the product and 

convincing you of its merits and efficacy. All of this is the translation process. So value is a package of 

benefits – product and service – that requires translation into dollar terms. 

 

 

 

  

Key Take-Away: 
Value is a “package of benefits” and products and services require translation 

 



There are two types of value. Intrinsic value is contained in the object itself. It is based upon the cost of 

materials, labor and supplies consumed in production. Subjective value, on the other hand, is based 

upon the usefulness and scarcity of the product. Subjective value depends upon the ability of the 

product to satisfy the wants of the user. If those benefits cannot be accessed or extracted by the user, 

there is no value. The difference between the two is as pronounced as the difference between colors of 

paint placed upon a canvas worth – arguably – the cost of the paints and canvas, and a Seurat painting 

worth millions of dollars.  

   

Intrinsic value is a starting point, but subjective value drives our economy. Although that distinction may 

be obvious, think about how many times you have been in a pricing discussion when the bulk of the 

conversation was about satisfying the user and extracting benefits as opposed to direct costs and 

acceptable margins. 

 

 

 

Understanding value in the business-to-business environment is a substantially different exercise than 

doing so in the consumer sector. The consumer marketplace is characterized by many, often millions, of 

individual customers. In contrast, there are relatively few customers in most B-to-B markets. Sometimes 

as few as 3 or 4, but often numbering in the tens or hundreds. This implies that marketing efforts need 

to be highly targeted and segments of value may include a handful of companies.  

 

 

Consumers also have little product knowledge, buying what they think is the bundle of benefits that will 

satisfy their needs without knowing what is really happening at a chemical, biological or psychological 

level. B-to-B buyers have substantial knowledge about the product, how it is manufactured, the source 

Key Take-Away: 

Intrinsic value is a starting point.  
Subjective value drives the Western economic world. 

 



and price of major ingredients or supplies, and even manufacturer costs and margins. From a vendor’s 

perspective, a B-to-B customer sometimes knows too much about what they are buying. Advertising and 

promotion in this context is of limited value, more suited to building awareness. B-to-B transactions are 

much more complex involving multiple individuals and functional responsibilities, examining different 

scenarios of supply and demand, and taking much longer than deciding whether to buy Crest or Colgate. 

Obviously, B-to-B transactions are larger in scale, and so small differences in value positions can have 

major impact on sales and competitive position.  
 

 

Because of all these factors, B-to-B supplier relationships are characterized as close and so there are 

frequent and ongoing occasions to impact value perceptions which are built and reinforced over time. In 

summary, value in a B-to-B relationship is complex and marketing efforts to influence and control value 

must be highly targeted. 

 

 

 

In this complex setting, let’s look at how customers understand and derive value. First, value is conveyed 

and derived through cost.  This includes cost of the product, but also includes payment terms, 

transactions costs and other elements. When people think about value, they typically quickly associate 

price and value. However, value also includes many non-price attributes as well. Value is also derived 

from how the product performs, including delivery, service and support. Lastly, there is potential value 

that is derived from having access to a broad product line, benefitting from the image or cache of a 

supplier, and gaining access to new markets through a supplier because of their plant locations or 

market knowledge.  

 

 

So, value is created in multiple ways beyond just price, and the dimensions of value include tangible and 

certain aspects such as price and quality, as well as intangible and future aspects such as leveraging a 

broad product line and gaining access to new markets. 

Capturing all of this value through higher prices is a challenging task. In fact, the highest potential gain to 

customer is in benefits that are most difficult to capture. But some leading companies have figured out 

how to do this. Look at some comments that we have heard from customers of our clients.  They are 

expressing exactly what we’re illustrating here – that they are willing to pay a premium price for supplier 

Key Take-Away: 
Value is created in multiple ways. 

The dimensions of value include tangible and intangible, present and future, certain and probable.  

 



product knowledge, customer service, and long-term stability – some of which may not immediately 

result in profit, but may, in the future, create new business opportunities.   

 

 

Value, then, means more than just price. However, extracting all the value that a supplier has to offer 

can be challenging. 

 

We noted earlier that a product has many attributes or features that describe it. Each attribute has the 

potential to create value – if the user can successfully extract it. The attribute must be converted to a 

benefit or it has no value – kind of like a tree falling in the forest. Let’s look at a simple example of a 

filter.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

That filter consists of fabric that must be manufactured. There is technical knowledge and competencies 

built over time that support the manufacturing process and which results in a finished product more 

suitable for certain applications.  The supplier also offers production capacity and expertise in injection 

molding the case for the filter that allows the customer to handle it, inventory it, and use it. The filter is 

of no value if it is not at the customer when needed.  It must be delivered on time and, to maintain and 

enhance value, include an appropriate warranty and supporting customer service.  All of these attributes 

or elements add to the overall value of a product. 

 

“I know [ABC]'s prices are a little higher, 

but as long as we have product 

knowledge to talk about and customer 

service; that is how we compete.” 

 

“There are some other, smaller 

companies out there that we just don't 

care to deal with—and they offer some 

cheaper prices.” 

 

A product consists of multiple 

attributes—features that 

directly or indirectly allow the 

user to extract value 

• May be product or 

service, tangible or 

intangible, known or 

perceived 

• Must convert to a 

benefit or it has no 

value 



Each customer uses the same product somewhat differently. That means that value can differ by 

customer. As we have noted, unused attributes do not contribute value. A supplier offering overnight 

delivery offers no incremental value to a customer that doesn’t need it for three days. So, our example 

filter can have very different value in each customer plant where it is used. 

 

 

 

Importance is a measure of how effectively attributes are translated into benefits; consequently, it 

differs by segment. The key take-away here is that value is determined by customer segment and by 

use.  

 

Sometimes customers have difficulty articulating all of the attributes they need or desire in a product. It 

is frequently simpler to talk only about price. Price is also an easy bat for buyers to pick up and pound on 

salespeople. We need to be cautious though not to confuse this type of customer feedback with the 

need to lower price. For example, here are some quotes from long-term customers who buy the 

majority of product from a company we’ll call ABC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each of these customers speaks about the high prices of ABC relative to competitors. The interesting 

fact is that these quotes come from long-term customers – they continue to buy from ABC because they 

receive superior value.  Price is easy to talk about, but it is only one of the attributes that contribute to 

the buying decision. Sales people are particularly susceptible to this diversionary tactic. 

 

Price does indeed communicate the relative value level. A Rolls Royce is not priced like a Kia. And in 

sectors that are more toward the commodity end of the spectrum, price is certainly a larger component 

of value. Even in that setting, there are incremental margin and volume gains to be had through an 

understanding of customer value. For a sustainable business in a competitive environment, price must 

be above total costs, but cannot exceed perceived value. This is illustrated in the diagram here.   

 “[Competitor] currently has the best price for materials.” 

“Pricing sometimes lags behind competition. Although [ABC] is usually responsive to pricing issues, I feel that 

a company of [ABC]'s size and reputation should be a leader instead of a follower in all areas, including 

pricing.” 

“[ABC] is not as responsive to changing market prices as [competitor]. I am still not getting pricing that some 

of my competitors are getting.”  

 

Because it is translated by the customer/user, 

value is different for each customer and use 

situation 

• Unused attributes 

contribute no value 

• Time is critical – speed to 

market, time of use 

• Importance is measure of 

translation 



 

 

 

Again, actual comments from customers illustrate this concept. As long as price does not exceed the 

value customers perceive that the product offers, it is a fair deal. In the customer’s mind, they are 

getting more than they paid for.  Value includes price, but it is much more. And a company cannot 

maximize price without an understanding of perceived value. 

 

 

 

 

So, let’s look at a disguised case study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABC is a manufacturer of folding cartons – like a cereal box or toy box. The company had recently seen 

competition making large capital investments in new capacity and capability that caused them concern. 

ABC had strong customer relationships that extended back decades, but felt that some of those 

relationships may be threatened by aggressive competitive moves. They wanted to understand how 

customers perceived their performance, what attributes were really driving value, how competition was 

perceived, and then to identify their market strengths and ways that they could enhance their value 

position. 

 

ABC began this process by identifying the product and service attributes that defined their total value 

offer.  This information was compiled from input from the sales staff, call reports, complaint records, 

and other sources. Product quality, for example, was defined as 6 different attributes. Similarly, other 

value categories were defined by a short list of attributes.  These attributes include price, performance 

Key Take-Away: 
Value means more than price. 

Measuring value helps to maximize market price. 

“I haven't really looked for anything else as we are happy 

with the product and the service.” 

“The only area of dissatisfaction that we have at times in 

when [ABC]'s perception of their value and ours do not 

match causing an issue with our acceptance of their 

pricing.” 

“[ABC] is like us, not the ‘low price leaders;’ Service and 

reputation is worth something.” 

 

Problem ABC Company, a 75 year-old producer of folding cartons for large consumer goods 

companies, had recently witnessed competitors making major capital investments in 

machinery and equipment.   

Process PMG and ABC jointly developed a plan to survey ABC’s customers.  The objectives of the study 

were to identify specific aspects of ABC’s performance that created value for customers, and 

to identify priorities for improvement.  

Objectives Measure/understand:  

• Perceived performance on key attributes of product and service quality; 

• Value drivers; 

• Competitive performance profile; 

• Market strengths and opportunities for value enhancement. 

 



value – as embodied in adherence to specifications and delivery lead-times, and potential value – as 

embodied in breadth of capability, performance on special projects, and long-term commitment to the 

industry.   

 

In constructing a survey, it is important to include attributes that allow the customer to evaluate price, 

performance and potential value. 

 

Customers were asked to rate ABC on each attribute using a 7-point scale, from 1 indicating complete 

dissatisfaction to 7 indicating complete satisfaction. In this case, the average was 5.2 with the average 

rating of individual attributes ranging from 4.13 (price) to 5.82 (accuracy of order). In a customer value 

or satisfaction survey, ratings tend to run towards the high end of the scale. In fact, we have seen the 

average score using a 7 point scale to be 5.7. This chart helps to identify areas of relative strength and 

weakness. It is important to note the word “relative” as this data does not yet recognize competition.  

These performance ratings also do not include importance – and we know that all of these attributes are 

not of equal importance. 

 

Importance can be measured in two ways: stated and derived. Stated is just that – customers are asked 

to indicate on a rating scale the importance of each attribute. Attributes tend to be rated toward the 

high end of the scale. Nobody wants to risk having anything taken away from them – even if they never 

use it.  



 

The other way to measure value is to derive it. In this method, ratings of each attribute are compared to 

ratings of an overall attribute such as satisfaction or value. A high correlation indicates a strong 

relationship between rating of the individual attribute and the overall or dependant variable.  

 

In the case of ABC, product appearance has a high correlation with value. This would tend to indicate 

that appearance is a strong value driver. On the other hand, attributes such as order accuracy and 

carrier performance do not have much of an impact on value. Since derived importance does not 

require the customer respondent to actually rate importance, we have found that it results in a more 

accurate indication of how well an attribute is translated into a benefit.  



We can combine these two key measures of performance and importance to create a picture of 

resource alignment. In a perfect world, a company would align its resources so that they excelled on 

those things that matter most to customers. This picture helps to pinpoint those areas where the 

organization is in and out of alignment.  

 

 

 

 

Attributes in the lower right-hand corner are those on which the company is doing very well, but 

customers perceive them to be of low importance. These may be thought of as table stakes. On the 

other hand, attributes in the upper left-hand quadrant are those that are of high importance and where 

the company’s performance is relatively weak. These are the priorities for improvement.  For ABC, the 

other attributes tend to lie along a diagonal line from the lower left to the upper right – reflecting 

appropriate resource alignment. Recall that we are dealing here with average ratings, so ABC can’t set as 

a strategy to shift all the attributes on the left hand side of the chart to the right hand side. It wouldn’t 

work since the average will have shifted as well. Instead, ABC correctly focused on improving 

performance on special projects and working to convince customers of the importance and value that a 

good salesperson and accurate orders brings. This type of thinking is driven by a recognition that 

resources should be concentrated on delivering value as defined by customers – not operations or even 

the sales force. 

So far, we have addressed performance and importance, but have not included competition. To do so, 

we recommend incorporating the concept of a best alternate supplier. This is defined as the supplier the 

customer would buy from if they did not buy from ABC. This alternate can be different for every 

customer. The simple illustration here demonstrates why this concept is so important.  



 

 

ABC ratings from 4 different customers are included in the first column. The average rating is 5.25. 

Ratings for Competitor X and Y are in the second and third columns. Note that Competitor X is the best 

alternate for Customer 1 and Customer 4. Competitor Y is the best alternate for Customer 2 and 

Customer 3. If we only looked at average ratings by competitor, we would draw the conclusion that ABC 

is winning, and by a healthy margin. However, the reality is that ABC is losing to the best alternate at 3 

out of 4 customers and is behind the best alternate on average. 

Using this approach, we can compute what we call net scores – ratings of ABC net of the best alternate 

supplier.  

 

ABC Company
Ratings

Competitor X
Ratings

Competitor Y
Ratings

Best Alternate
Supplier 
Ratings

Customer 1 5 6 4 6 (X)

Customer 2 6 3 5 5 (Y)

Customer 3 5 4 6 6 (Y)

Customer 4 5 6 3 6 (X)

Average 5.25 4.75 4.50 5.75



In this chart, a positive competitive position on an attribute is shown as a blue bar to the right and a 

negative position as a red bar to the left. In this case, ABC is beating the competition on many aspects of 

service including communication, knowledge of the customer’s business, and sales representation. On 

the other hand, competition is winning on delivery lead times, innovation, and price. Overall, 

competition is offering a better price and a higher value, but ABC is slightly ahead on overall satisfaction. 

In spite of the strong scores, this is a precarious position as competition is offering better technical 

support, delivery, and innovation at a lower price – all leading to superior overall value.  Net scores are a 

graphic summary of a company’s competitive position and illustrate very directly how a company can 

sell the “same” product at a higher price. 

 

In general, the company offering a higher value will always win. In an open market with full information, 

customers will gravitate toward the highest value. There are of course some limitations to that axiom 

such as geographic or freight restrictions, trade tariffs and other import/export market controls, sole 

supplier restrictions and others. Any measurement of value must include competition – whether direct 

or indirect. Customers always make a trade-off, trying to get the best deal. Usually the trade-off is 

between direct competitors. If a direct competitor is not available, the best alternate may be self-

manufacture, a substitute product, or even a new source that the customer will develop.  

Comments from some actual customers illustrate this mind-set. In both of these cases, the customer has 

chosen the higher price option due to a perception of superior value.  Without competition, measuring 

value is a hollow and self-congratulatory exercise. Customers always make a trade-off and that needs to 

be incorporated into a value measurement program. 

The value position of a company can be visually represented by mapping derived importance to value 

against competitive position.  
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Attributes in the upper right represent those in which the company is value-advantaged. Attributes in 

the upper left are those that are detracting from the company’s value position. The triangle in the 

center is the zone of uncertainty or parity where the competitive position cannot be determined with 

statistical confidence. For ABC, value is being created and enhanced by flexibility, accessibility of key 

people, communication and business knowledge – all dealing with the professionalism of their sales and 

support staff. They are losing value through performance behind competition in special projects, process 

knowledge and innovation – suggesting that while the people may be flexible in their thinking, the 

company’s ability to execute an innovative solution is lacking. Interestingly, product quality is not a 

strong value detractor although that was one of the initial hypotheses of the study.  A value map allows 

the targeting of Improvement efforts to those attributes that will most impact overall value. 

 

As a result of the study, ABC developed insight that helped them grow share of customer through 

specific actions. First, they narrowed the scope of product quality improvement efforts to print quality. 

This reduced the potential cost of capital improvement dramatically. Second, they recognized that their 

price was high, but justified and decided to maintain their existing premium. This decision went against 

the conventional wisdom at the outset of the study which suggested a reduced price in response to the 

new capital investments of competition. Thirdly, ABC began looking for technical and product 

development talent to enhance their capabilities in innovation and special projects. And lastly, sales 

management crafted a thoughtful plan to surgically attack competition on their flexibility and 

accessibility – two areas in which ABC excelled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This case study demonstrates that value can be managed. Increasing value leads to increased share as 

customers evaluate the trade-off between various suppliers and choose the highest value option. In 

commodity markets, a value enhancement strategy usually involves working to reduce the value of price 

by promoting non-price attributes of product and service. Often, attributes that provide value have 

slipped to the status of table stakes as suppliers fail to get credit for everything they provide – what we 

call getting their ticket punched. In differentiated markets, price can be maximized by targeting products 

to those customer and segments that derive the greatest value. Neither of these approaches can be 

seriously undertaken without a value measurement program.  Value can be managed and systematically 

improved, but it must be measured to be managed. 

Problem  Potential competitive share gains through new machinery and equipment.   

Process PMG’s Value Measurement process gathered insight from customers about ABC’s overall 

value position.  

Outcomes  

• ABC’s product quality is not seen as behind competition in spite of competition’s recent 

(significant) capital investments; however, print quality needs to be improved; 

• While ABC’s market price is high, it is being offset by superior personal service; 

• ABC’s technical support is detracting from value—this position is likely enhanced by 

weakness in innovation; The company has an opportunity to demonstrate capability through 

special projects  

• ABC can grow share by leveraging strengths and exploiting competitive vulnerabilities (e.g. 

flexibility and accessibility).  

 



 

 

 

 

To summarize then, customer value is the perception of dollar worth that is created when customers 

successfully translate attributes into benefits. Price is a component of value; it is one of those attributes 

but it, by itself, is not value. By aligning resources behind attributes – and thus benefits – that matter 

most to customers, companies can identify value drivers and systematically improve their value position. 

This can be done without lowering price. In fact, this approach often leads to the ability to achieve 

higher prices and greater share of customer.   

 

The direct linkage between customer value and business growth suggests that measuring value is a key 

step toward managing for growth. Armed with an understanding of value and the consequent ability to 

identify and prioritize improvement efforts, a company can create and maintain a sustainable 

competitive advantage. 

 

Key Take-Away: 
Value can be managed and systematically improved. 

Value must be measured to be managed.  

 

 

Key Take-Away: 
There is a direct linkage between customer value and business growth. 

Measuring value is a key step toward managing for growth. 

Improvement efforts should be targeted to maximize leverage. 

Understanding and effectively managing value can create a competitive advantage. 

 

 


